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ABSTRACT

The given article deals with the principles of compiling the dictionary of animal names in English, Russian and Uzbek languages. There are given different groups or sub-groups of animal names in analyzed languages.
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Studying related and different system languages is one of the urgent problems of modern linguistic science. In connection with this, an important interest presents the study of the native language in comparison with contrast languages. Nowadays, market industry based on strong and unremitting competence demands to bring up people who business person, having creative thought, forming national spirit, in addition, thinking individually solving problems in any difficult situations. Spirit, intelligence and language are closely connected with one another. Human being has to learn mother tongue as well as foreign languages to form their individual intelligence. It is known that there are two means to study mother tongue and foreign languages essential conceptual bases at secondary school education: textbook and dictionaries.

Hundreds of dictionaries have been created in different fields until now (from kindergarten to university), even near to thirty dictionaries for Russian schools but there is only “Orthography dictionary” for Uzbek schools. It is so important to create explanation dictionary, synonymic words, antonymic words dictionaries, degree words, old words dictionaries, phrases, dialects, homonyms, pronunciation words dictionaries for children.

It is impossible to improve creative thinking unless essential dictionaries for children are created. Current textbooks are not sufficient to improve oral and writing speech.[1.P.5] Therefore, according to these thoughts we decide to create a useful dictionary for children. The dictionary includes the names of animals in English, Russian and Uzbek languages; they will be given with pictures.

Moreover, this dictionary will take valuable proverbs, phrases that used the names of animals in English and their translations, equivalents into Russian and Uzbek languages. Studying of pet names in English, Russian and Uzbek languages is undertaken for the first time. In addition, we can learn the names of animals by dividing them into groups. For example, Home animals, wild animals, mammals, aquatic animals, reptiles, rodents and others.

Home animals - farm animals (in American English are called livestock). Farm animals or domestic animals, which are tamed to aid in the work.

Cattle – Крупный рогатый скот –mol. Included in this group are: a bull – бык –ho’kiz, a cow – корова –sigir, a calf – телёнок – buzqoq

Poultry - a collective noun, which is used to refer to the birds, which are grown on the farm for meat and eggs. These animals include: a chicken – курица-товақ, a rooster – петух-хо’роз, a chick – цыплёнок – jo’ja.

Brood word used to describe a large family of children of the same mother (usually with many children): a mother with a brood of daughters – ко’р полаполни она, a duck – утка-о’тдак, a duckling – утёнок –о’рдакча, a goose - гусь-го’з a turkey – индейка –курка,femmine turkey in English sounds like a hen, and the masculine –tom; poultry- young turkey. Note: The English word is also called turkey or film foolish man, which was unsuccessful.


The name of the pet masculine – a buck or billy (a billy goat), and feminine - a nanny (a nanny goat), young – a kid (like humans). Idioms with the word goat to get somebody’s goat - раздра жать, сердить, злить: -лиgo: kinnmidir jabinli chiqarish, to play / act the (giddy) goat - проказничать, валять дурака-калакаиимоq. Horse – лошадь-от, Masculine Horse in English is called a stallion – жеребец-аыг’ирот, ayy’ir. If the horse is used for divorce offspring, it is called a stud –племенной жеребец-урихшит усун saqlanadigan ot.

This concludes the topic of pets in the English language, and in the next article, we consider the animal names in English that do not belong to the house. The names of animals in English, which are listed below, can be divided into the following categories: mammals – млекопитающие; class of higher vertebrates, females that feed cubs with milk. This class is divided into several sub-groups (below are the names of animals in English): The common name of this subgroup of animals in English - Hoofed mammals (ungulates mammals): pony – пони; poni otí, horse – лошадь; foal – жеребенок; осёл – eshak, deer – олень; bug’u, fawn – молодой олень; bug’u bolasi, camel – верблюд; -туа.

Next is the name of the subgroup of animals Pouched, Toothless, or Flying Mammals – сумчатые, toothless or flying mammals: koala – коала; armadillo – броненосец; kangaroo – кенгуру; bat – летучая мышь; ko’rshapalak, anteater – муравьед – chumolixo’т.

English Names of rodents (названия грызунов) read as follows: chipmunk – бурёндук; rat – крыса; kalamush, gopher – суслик; nunronqoziq, mouse – мышь; ichqon, squirrel – белка; omla, porcupine – дикобраз; jayra, beaver – бобёр; qunduz.

The names of animals in English (the family cat – Felidae): leopard – леопард; qoplon, tiger – тигр; yo’lbs, lion – лев; sher, jaguar – ягуар; Amerikaqoplonì.

That completes familiarity with names of animals in English, which are mammals, and go to the following classes of the animal world. By wild animals in English also include birds whose names are presented below:


Many of the names of animals in English, which were presented in this article, is not commonly used in everyday speech. We specially learned these animal names to write a useful handbook (dictionary) for children. By this way, they may learn the names of animals in three languages. Today, most dictionaries includes common everyday activities, simple words and others. All of them are described in a book. However, in our dictionary will be described the names of animals, animal stories, fables, proverbs in three languages. So, it is a new way or method to teach children foreign language.
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